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The task of developing correct hardware consists in designing an implementa�
tion of a circuit and after proving it to be correct with respect to its speci�cation�
In the discipline of hardware synthesis one combines these two steps by developing
a correct circuit from its speci�cation� This is done either by developing a cir�
cuit simultaneously with its correctness proof or by using only those development
techniques that preserve correctness�

The Veritas group at Kent ��� �� proposed a novel approach to synthesizing
circuits based on the �rst approach� Their technique� which they call Formal Syn�

thesis� is to re�ne a �design goal	 
spec� interactively� using methods� eventually
concluding with a theorem that some circuit speci�cation circ achieves spec� i�e��
that circ � spec� Each method consists of a pair of functions a subgoal function
and a validation function� The former decomposes a speci�cation spec into sub�
speci�cations speci� The latter constructs from a proof that the circi achieve speci�
an implementation circ with a proof that circ that achieves spec�

In our work we reconstruct the Veritas development methodology as a conser�
vative extension of Isabelle�s higher order logic� That is we derive appropriate rules
and develop tactics that implement the methods of Veritas� Under our approach� a
circuit is instead synthesized by carrying out a correctness proof� where at �rst the
implementation of the circuit is represented by a placeholder 
i�e� a metavariable�
and is incrementally instantiated by higher�order resolution as the proof proceeds�
The resulting approach is rather di�erent from the original Veritas development
methodology based on �validation functions	 and �achievement theorems	 but it
yields a conceptually and implementationally simpler calculus than the original pre�
sentation that also is more powerful and �exible in many respects� Moreover� since
our calculus is developed using derived rules in HOL� we have a formal guarantee
of the correctness of the development rules�

An brief example should help clarify the nature of our recasting� Consider the
simplest of their methods� Split� that takes a speci�cation which is the conjunction
of speci�cations and returns the individual speci�cations as subgoals�

spec� spec�

spec� � spec�

Split�



The validation theorem for this is the following inference rule�

circ� � spec� circ� � spec�


circ� � circ��� 
spec� � spec��

Looking at the above validation theorem we immediately see that this is a derivable
rule in Isabelle 
in a �rst or higher�order theory�� Moreover� if we apply this rule
to prove a goal of the form

�C � 
spec� � spec��

then the substitution instance will partially construct a circuit� the resulting sub�
goals tell how to elaborate the design of the circuit while establishing its correctness�

Part of our work has also addressed the design of new methods in our setting
and designing our calculus so that it is independent of particular hardware models

voltage driven circuits� tri�state� etc�� and therefore of the underlying logic that
is used 
FOL� HOL�� Our theory also allows synthesis of parameterized circuits
based on structural and well�founded induction over natural numbers� We have
used this to synthesize a variety of circuits including parameterized ripple�carry
and carry�lookahead adders� comparators� and the like�
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�In the hardware formal reasoning community� circuits are often represented as relations ex�
pressing constraints �on port values� ���� These constraints may be joined by logical � and this
also represents an operator that builds a circuit from two subcircuits by parallel composition� So
the � used to construct the implementation in the validation theorem represents both a circuit
constructor �so we see we are building a circuit� and a logical operator �so we may prove facts
about it��


